FIND YOUR RING SIZE

PLACE YOU RING ON THE CIRCLE

2 cm

Step 1
To find your ring size, choose a ring which fits the same finger and hand as the ring you intend to buy.
Step 2
Please print this page without scaling. To verify if this page is printed correctly, use a ruler to measure
the scale. It should correspond with the above mentioned 20 mm.
Step 3
Place this ring on the circles to decide which size you need to choose. The diameter of the circle must
have the exact same diameter as the interior of your own ring. The black circle needs to stay fully visible
when you place your ring on the circles.
Place the ring on one side nicely on the drawing so that the circle is clearly visible, if you do not see the
same thickness of the circle on the other side you do not have the right size. If the circle has the same
thickness everywhere you have the right size.
Please note that the style of the ring can affect the ring size. If your ring is between two sizes, we advise
you, in case of a wider ring to size up and in case of a fine one to size down.
Repeat this a few times, because this is precision work!

FIND YOUR RING SIZE

ORDER A PLASTIC RING SIZE METER

In case you have doubts about the right ring size, we offer an extra service by sending a plastic adjustable
multisizer to measure the exact ring size.
We send it by mail for an amount of 5 euros. If you buy a ring with us afterwards, you will be refunded an
amount of 5 euros. This 5 euro will not be deducted from the purchase of the ring but will be refunded to your
account separately after the purchase.

A few tips
A ring must sit comfortably. It must be tight enough so that you do not lose it, but at the same time
just loose enough to slide it over the joints from your finger.
Keep in mind that the finger may change slightly in size depending on the time of the day and the
weather.
To avoid a wrong measurement, it is best to measure the size 3 to 4 times.
Ines Bouwen is not responsible for any mismeasurement. If you have any questions, please contact
our customer service at shop@inesbouwen.be

